LEGEND

* Site Lines
  * Shared Roadway Connectors***
  * Sidewalk Route
  * On-street Path
  * Off-street Path

** Stations

*** Neighborhood Connector Guide

** SHARED THE ROAD

* The shared-use symbol, or sharrow, indicates to both motorists and cyclists that cars and bikes should share the roadway.

** IT’S THE LAW

* Obey Traffic Laws, Signs and Signals
  * Drivers have the same rights and responsibilities as motorists. (MVC 257.633)

** Use Hand Signals

* Signal your intentions with the proper hand signals shown below. (MVC 257.631)

** Use Lights at Night

* White headlight, 3 mile from you, red tail light or red taillight from 300 feet. (MVC 257.646)

** Riding on Sidewalks

* You are not required to use the sidewalk. Slow down, announce yourself when passing and strive to remain in the pedestrian space. (MVC 257.663)

** SIGNAL TURNS

* LEFT

** RIGHT

** WEAR A HELMET

* While helmet, allow the right of way. (MVC 257.661)

** BE VISIBLE

* Wear light-colored or reflective clothing, especially at night.

** TERMS AND CONDITIONS

* Terms and Conditions for using the Ann Arbor bike map can be found here:
  * www.a2pdx.org/terms

** CITY OF YPSILANTI

* City of Ypsilanti bike map for sharing.